"A Breeze of Fresh Air? Ensuring Improved Indoor Air Quality is Delivered via the Renovation Wave"
26th of November 2020
(09:30-10:45 CET)
Via GoToMeeting

Draft Agenda

09:30-09:35 I Introduction - Adrian JOYCE, EuroACE

09:35-09:43 I How the Renovation Wave links with the IAQ agenda - Pau GARCIA-AUDI, C.4 DG ENER (European Commission)

09:43-09:53 I How to ensure high IAQ via the Renovation Wave and other Commission initiatives - Manfred FUCHS, DG GROW (European Commission) (TBC)


10:03 - 10:20 I Round of Reactions from the industry - Inputs from selected EuroACE Members: AERECO, Carrier, Signify & VELUX

10:20 - 10:40 I Moderated Q&A Session by Adrian JOYCE, EuroACE

10:40 - 10:45 I Conclusions - Adrian JOYCE, EuroACE

Register [here](#)
For further information
Eva Brardinelli, Communications and Events Officer
+32 (0) 2 639 10 10
eva.brardinelli@euroace.org
www.euroace.org

About EuroACE - Energy Efficient Buildings
EuroACE represents Europe’s leading companies involved with the manufacture, distribution and installation of energy saving goods and services for buildings. EuroACE members employ more than 220,000 people in these activities in Europe and have over 1,000 production facilities and office locations. The mission of EuroACE is to work together with the EU institutions to help Europe move towards a more efficient use of energy in buildings, thereby contributing to Europe’s commitments on climate change, energy security and economic growth.
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